GEMS clients increase profit by
selling more at better prices

4 ••• GEMS
A global marketing and sales excellence practice,
offering practical training, coaching and competence development to marketers and sellers
around the world
6 ••• MarketAbility
A deep-drill global marketing excellence practice
and advisor generating innovative solutions for
improving client profitability
8 ••• PentadigmTM
A simple five-step best practice model for valuebased marketing and customer value management, basis of CVM Diagnostic SM to measure
marketing and sales effectiveness
10 ••• Foresights
Insights and scenarios for value capture based
on a detailed research and analysis of complex
market value chains, starting from the consumer
drivers and working up the value chain

Registered trademark of CSIforProfit LLC
CVM Diagnostic and “There is No Such Thing as a Commodity”
are Service Marks of GEMS Europe GmbH and MarketAbility

®

SM

12 ••• CSIforProfit
Insights to profit improvement from customer
segmentation and Pentegrity ® Customer Value
Management model
14 ••• Value 2
Square up your value creation and capture
from a combination and integration of in-depth
analysis and finely-tuned interpersonal skills
applied to your marketing and sales strategy
and implementation
16 ••• GEMS global network
GEMS operates a global network of seasoned
marketing and sales practitioners providing
expert service to clients in all parts of the world
18 ••• GEMS delivers results
GEMS is a results-oriented marketing and sales
excellence practice that delivers positive results
to our clients' bottom-line

Welcome to the world of GEMS

Global Excellence in
Marketing and Sales provides
innovative marketing and sales
solutions to clients’ business challenges.
GEMS clients benefit from practical, results
driven intervention to deliver increased sales
at better prices, leading to

improved

profitability. GEMS helps clients to
discover profitable insights from customer value segmentation. GEMS offers a no-nonsense approach to sustainable
differentiation, improved customer loyalty and retention. GEMS
facilitates pricing strategies to capture value. GEMS enables
practical implementation of value creation strategies. Why not let
GEMS prove to you that “there is no such thing as a commodity!”?

GEMS is the parent company offering marketing and sales excellence
services to clients through a number of specialised brands and partnerships.

GEMS provides expert advice, coaching, training, development and implementation in all aspects of marketing and sales excellence to our growing number
of global blue-chip business-to-business clients. GEMS identifies and solves
your marketing and sales challenges and headaches

fast. GEMS deploys

expert advisors, practitioners, consultants, coaches and trainers to meet the specific
needs of our clients according to the expertise required to improve and sustain
their profitable growth anywhere in the world.
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GEMS
Global excellence in marketing and sales
www.gems-europe.com

A global marketing and sales excellence practice
owned and operated out of Switzerland by Phil Allen
with a network of expert marketing and sales
practitioners serving clients around the world. GEMS
operates a virtual network business model of
partners and associate practitioners to bring clients
the best practice in marketing and sales anywhere
in the world.
GEMS creates value for clients by helping them to
apply marketing and sales excellence and customer
value management to their businesses in their
marketing and sales strategies and in implementation
of those strategies. Innovative strategies built around
the key needs and value drivers of the customer,
applied in a practical hands-on no-nonsense way.

Clients acquire the skills whilst applying them to
their business in interactive workshops and through
individual coaching on live business projects.

CVM Diagnostic and “There is No Such Thing as a Commodity”
are Service Marks of GEMS Europe GmbH and MarketAbility

GEMS customer commitment:
••• Add value to client’s business with marketing and
sales excellence and customer value management in
strategy, process and culture – fast track to improved
business results and profitability
••• Impart advanced marketing, sales and customer value
skills and competences to client through process,
tools and techniques learned and applied in interactive
workshops
••• Measure marketing and sales effectiveness with CVM
DiagnosticSM
••• Actionable and implementable business results from
our action-oriented global marketing and sales practice
••• A balanced practical programme based on latest
marketing and sales thinking, updated by continuous
improvement
••• A programme designed and tailored to your specific
needs anywhere in the world
••• Creativity and Innovation in Marketing, Market Planning,
Market Mapping, Value Chain Analysis, Customer
Segmentation, Competition Analysis, Branding and
Positioning, Differentiation, Customer Commitments
and Charters, Customer Value Propositions, Value
Creation, Value Capture, Customer Value Management,
Key Account Management, Pricing Strategy, Margin
Management, Value-Based Selling, Implementation

SM
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Vision
GEMS clients profit from selling
more at higher prices thanks to a
practical application of innovative marketing
and sales excellence solutions to their
business challenges.

Mission GEMS

offers clients in business-to-business markets
and value chains around the world marketing and sales
excellence solutions to achieve and improve sustainable
profitable growth. GEMS offers clients innovative
solutions to their marketing, sales and business challenges.

Business model GEMS operates a virtual
business model with a network of seasoned expert practitioners
in marketing and sales spread around the globe and able to fulfil the
needs of clients in any location around the world.

Clients benefit from GEMS’ no-nonsense, down-to-earth approach in the
practical application of marketing and sales excellence to their real-life
business situations. GEMS offers clients a comprehensive series of training
seminars, modules and workshops covering all aspects of value-based
marketing and sales excellence. Workshop programmes are tailored to the specific
needs of individual clients, so that the client receives the maximum benefit from the
applied learnings. They are led and facilitated by expert practitioners, who bring their
own unique knowledge and expertise to bear in the programme, delivering practical results
for participants and clients.
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MarketAbility
Marketing excellence for business-to-business clients
www.marketability.org

MarketAbility is a deep-drill marketing excellence
practice aimed at improving client profitability.
An acknowledged world leader in marketing excellence
for business-to-business clients, we work with you
to review, challenge, construct and improve your
value-based marketing and business strategy. You get
expert advice from seasoned practitioners on
any aspect of marketing. We help you to benchmark
and measure marketing performance and effectiveness with our unique CVM Diagnostic SM. You get
innovative solutions to customer segmentation.
You differentiate and price to value. You capture the
value back to your bottom line.

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

Create a customer-driven market strategy
Discover meaningful customer segmentation
Create a sustainable differentiation strategy
Develop value-based pricing strategies
Innovate your market model
Improve competitive advantage
Improve market positioning
Implement the strategy effectively
Grow business profitability
Anticipate change to improve value
“There is No Such Thing as a Commodity” SM

MarketAbility works with clients’ business, marketing
and commercial management on an individual
basis through our mentoring programme or in teams
working in interactive workshop style supported
by ongoing coaching to apply marketing excellence
best practice to your business.
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From the development

marketing
process, through the
of a

definition of marketing skills and
competences to the development and implementation of successful

marketing

strategy, MarketAbility helps clients
to improve and sustain their profitable growth.

Needs-based, value-based and behaviour-based customer
segmentation is the foundation of our enlightened
marketing strategies, from which clients select target
segments in which they can compete effectively and profitably.
We help clients to develop differentiated offerings and customer
commitments. We help clients to capture that value through
creative pricing strategies and models.

Marketing

excellence has to be led from the top of the organisation.
MarketAbility leads and coaches senior management in the effective
development and leadership of a marketing excellence culture within their
organisation. Our expert practitioners work with the business, commercial and
marketing management of our clients to develop and implement enlightened marketing
strategies for sustainable profitable growth. Our unique CVM Diagnostic SM helps
clients to measure and track

marketing effectiveness within

their organisation and benchmark against best practice. Our commitment to service excellence
ensures clients of results every time.
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Pentadigm
Customer value management –
Five steps to bottom-line success
www.pentadigm.com
TM

The simple five-step model of value-based marketing
excellence and customer value management best
practice, featured in the book co-written by Phil Allen
(President and CEO, GEMS Europe GmbH and
MarketAbility) “Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-Line
Success: 5 Steps to Creating Customer Value”.

Understand
the customer
Segments,
value chains,
targeting

Improve
customer
value
Change,
innovate

TM

The Pentadigm model provides the framework for the
workshops and commercial excellence programmes
offered by GEMS Europe GmbH and MarketAbility. Each
of the five key steps in the model is covered by a three
day intensive interactive workshop. Specific topics
are then studied in more depth in specialised master
classes and by on-the-job coaching on a group and
individual basis.

Obtain
customer
feedback
Loyalty,
retention

All workshops and commercial excellence programmes
are tailored to the specific needs and market conditions
of the client company.
PentadigmTM is the basis of our unique CVM Diagnostic SM
to measure and benchmark marketing and sales
effectiveness and best practice.

TM

Pentadigm is a trade mark of GEMS Europe GmbH and MarketAbility

Customer
value
management
Profitable
growth
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Commit
to the
customer
Brand, price,
communicate

Create
customer
value
Implement
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What is Customer Value
Management? Value-based
marketing and sales begins with

understanding the
customer in order to develop a
targeted, differentiated offering that will delight
the customer and differentiate the supplier. This
has to be implemented, tracked, measured and
optimized. PentadigmTM is the model that facilitates this
process which is featured in the book “Value-Based Marketing
for Bottom-Line Success”, published in January 2003 by
McGraw-Hill and American Marketing Association. The book is
co-written by Phil Allen, President, CEO and Value Creator of GEMS
and MarketAbility, Partner in CSIforProfit.

1. Understand the customer: customer and market
analysis, value chain analysis, competitor analysis, customer value
segmentation

2. Commit to the customer: mission, vision,

strategy and goals, differentiation, branding and positioning, channel strategy,
pricing strategy, value-based pricing, communications

3. Create

customer value: create a customer culture, effective implementation, customer
account management, key account management, margin management

4. Obtain customer feedback: customer satisfaction and loyalty,
customer retention, managing won and lost business, customer service excellence

5. Improve customer value: change management, innovation for growth, dynamic
customer value management.
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Foresights
Market value chain scenarios,
foresights and value opportunities
www.gems-europe.com/foresights

Foresights is a new and unique concept developed
by GEMS International GmbH to explore and discover
value opportunities for players and suppliers in
complex market value chains by in-depth customer
research and analysis culminating in the development
of value scenarios and identification of value
opportunities.
Foresights looks at value chains through the customers’ eyes and brings a unique perspective to the
development and identification of value scenarios
and opportunities for players and suppliers at all levels
in the market value chain.

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

Foresights approach to market value chain understanding:
Trawl the trends
Discover the value drivers
Uncover unmet needs
Construct the cases
Scope the scenarios
Identify the opportunities
Quantify the value potential
Develop market exploitation strategy
Implement strategy
Capture value

Foresights are delivered to clients through “wake up”
presentations and papers, interactive in-house
workshops and scenario development programmes
designed to explore the market value chain and
to identify specific value opportunities for the client
to exploit.
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In today’s fast-moving,
rapidly changing business
world successful companies need
to stay one step ahead of competition.
Foresights provides the step ahead
for our clients through a unique approach to

market evaluation and
opportunity identification,
based on market value chain analysis looked at from
the customer end of the chain, exploring in depth the various
customer value drivers at each level in the value chain,
starting with the final consumer and working up through the
various levels in the value chain and value ladder. What is the naked
offer – the lowest priced offer on the market? ••• Why is that
attractive and to whom? ••• Where is there potential to add
value and how can that value be protected and differentiated in the offer?

••• How can the value be captured in a sustainable and profitable way?
••• Foresights provides the insights, the scenarios and the opportunities for
clients to profit.
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CSIforProfit
Customer Segmentation Insights for
sustainable profitable growth
www.csiforprofit.com

Pentegrity ® is the CSIforProfit proprietary systems
approach to Customer Value Management utilizing
a method that drives sustainable competitive
advantage, positioning the client organization to
dominate its market place given its size, its focus,
its offerings and its delivery mechanisms.

•••
•••
•••
•••

The CSIforProfit Pentegrity ® model has five building
blocks that are interconnected to provide overall
integrity. The model recognizes that organizations
are living entities and in an ongoing attempt to maintain high performance one or more elements in the
model will shift to address changes in the environment or in fact to create changes in the business
environment. In the model, this shift is spread to the
other elements which must then adapt to meet the
new configuration.
Thus we have elasticity, integrity and strength, the
key principles required for organizational excellence.
The Pentegrity ® model is shown here providing a
focus on corporate strategy and its operational
consequences for marketing, sales and manufacturing,
creating immediate and significant productivity and
profitability outcomes.

Registered trademark of CSIforProfit LLC
CSIforProfit is a partnership operated by Phil Allen and Ron Shulman
deploying the Pentegrity ® CVM model.

Pentegrity ® harmonizes and optimizes the building
blocks of the CVM Strategy that:
Provides a superior offering to delight customers
Is delivered by an optimized production system
Provides maximum value for balanced cost and
optimized profitability
Is managed and created by an empowered workforce

Differentiate
the offering
Sustaining
competitive
advantage

Capture
the value
Focus on
measures and
rewards

Craft
the strategy
Competitive
advantage from
customer
value

Deliver
customer value
Create
manufacturing
competitive
advantage

®
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Create a
flat world
culture
Focus on
learning and
change

Pentegrity ® utilizes
a service/cost method
that allows clients to aggregate
their customers into discrete

customer segments.
Pentegrity drives EVA
faster and more efficiently than any
®

other model we have seen by calculating dynamically
product and customer profitability based upon the
true manufacturing cost and the cost of added service.
It also provides the basis for new manufacturing approaches
and organisational models to ensure that pricing and profitability
match value provided and value received. This programme is

5% + increase
to current EBIT levels.
designed to provide typically

A Pentegrity ® programme involves typically several levels of activity:

••• Management Briefings, Steering and Support ••• Steering
Team Leadership, Direction and Management ••• Core Team Interpretation,
Development, Decisions and Recommendation ••• Action Groups Analysis,
Proposals and Implementation

The Pentegrity ® programme is designed to drive sustainable competitive advantage,
presenting to the world a measure of client’s distinctiveness and non-duplicability.
A typical implementation plan of the Pentegrity ® process contains three components:

••• Diagnosis – Investigation, Diagnostics, Evaluation leading to CVM Planning and
Prioritisation ••• Change – Quick Hits; CVM Core Programme; CVM Support Programmes

••• Monitoring, measurement and continuous improvement
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Value 2
Double impact marketing and sales excellence
www.gems-europe.com/value 2

Value 2 integrates practical, analytical and interpersonal skills in a unique double-impact programme
and approach to marketing and sales excellence.
Many companies try to educate, train and coach
their marketing and sales people in analytical skills
and also in interpersonal skills. But most keep these
trainings and skill development programmes
separate. Value 2 is a unique approach to integrated
marketing, sales and interpersonal skills and
competency development. Combining the learnings
of both analytical, interpersonal and communications
skills in an integrated double-impact programme.
Value 2 enables marketers and sellers to achieve
much greater results in terms of won and retained
business, leading to sustainable profitable growth
through a motivated team and successful customers.

TM

Value 2 is a registered trademark of GEMS Europe GmbH.

••• Customer value management
Lead, manage and coach the customer value management process to address personal values to square
your results
••• Customer account management
Manage customer accounts comprehensively and
effectively to address personal values to square
your results
••• Sales management
Manage, lead and coach your value-based selling team
to square your results
••• Sales negotiations
Negotiate to a successful outcome at all levels and
in all situations to square your results
••• Value based selling
Sell value and address personal values to square
your results
••• Strategic selling
Strategic selling at all levels of business and personal
interface to square your results
••• Essential selling
The essentials to sell successfully by fulfiling business
and personal values to square your results
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Lead, manage and coach
the customer value management

address
personal values
process to

to square your results.

Value 2 uses the holistic and integrated approach
to generate sustained and profitable growth from
your total customer base: ••• Quantify customer
value. ••• Create customer value. ••• Capture value
through effective pricing strategy. ••• Optimise communications within the internal team and at the customer. ••• Develop
individualised communication style. ••• Supported by a
comprehensive toolbox for effective implementation. ••• A fusion
of interpersonal and analytical approaches to manage customers
intimately and effectively, to build customer loyalty and sustain
customer retention. ••• Account management models for global, national
and development accounts, for key, large, medium and small customers.

••• Understand the DMU and decision-making processes. ••• Tailor offers
and communications to specific and individual needs and values. ••• Motivate
the customer to buy from you. ••• Turn “difficult” relationships into

value-based
interpersonal sales management.

“winning” relationships. ••• The complete approach to

••• A complete and comprehensive system of interpersonal value sales management,
with management toolbox. ••• Motivate the sales and support team. ••• Measure and track
success. ••• Stay on track and correct the course. ••• Effective implementation of sales strategy.

••• Reward success and convert failure to success. ••• The definitive combination of analytical
and interpersonal skills merged into a structured and unbeatable formula for winning negotiations.

••• Plan a negotiation by anticipating customer needs, values and responses. ••• Positive communications.
••• Communicate differentiating values. ••• Win the negotiation.
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GEMS global network
Seasoned expert practitioners

GEMS is a network of seasoned expert practitioners
in marketing and sales spread around the globe
and able to fulfil the needs of clients in any location
around the world. All GEMS practitioners have
many years of practical hands-on experience in
marketing and/or sales environments in major multinational companies and most operate their own
successful businesses today. GEMS is privileged to be
able to call upon their services to help and support
clients to achieve marketing and sales excellence
in their business.
GEMS clients are served globally by our extensive
network of expert practitioners, based on the location
of the client and the practical expertise they need.
All GEMS projects and programmes are tailored
to the specific needs of the individual client to ensure
maximum value and return for their investment.
••• Phil Allen is the founder and CEO of GEMS. He has
more than 30 years of hands-on sales, marketing,
customer value management and key account
management experience at national, continental and
global level in multi-national corporations and has
worked in many business-to-business markets and
value chains from chemicals, oil and construction
to automotive, engineering and pharmaceuticals.

••• Since 1997 Phil runs global marketing and sales
excellence practice, GEMS and MarketAbility –
creating value for clients by helping them to apply
marketing and sales excellence and customer value
management to their businesses. GEMS and
MarketAbility deliver practical marketing and sales
for value growth, facilitating marketing and sales
strategy development and implementation working
together with the client’s team.
••• Phil has featured in cameo TV profiles of his unique
consulting and coaching approach in Euronews
and CNBC.
••• Phil’s pragmatic, down-to-earth approach to marketing
and sales is reflected in the book he has co-authored
“Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-Line Success:
5 Steps to Creating Customer Value” by De Bonis,
Balinski and Allen, published by McGraw-Hill and
American Marketing Association, January 2003.
••• He is a regular contributor to a variety of marketing,
sales and industry publications and also publishes his
own e-mail marketing briefing newsletter.
••• Some client comments about Phil: “Phil does not think
like everyone else and he got us to think differently
and out of the box too.” “Interactive, high impact,
Phil understands the self-discovery process.” “Very
good at getting people to think outside the box.”
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GEMS
Delivers results to our clients around the world

GEMS is a results-oriented marketing and sales excellence practice that delivers positive results to our
clients' bottom-line.
GEMS supports and helps clients to:
••• Implement Pentadigm CVM best practice
Coach business teams to develop value-based customer-driven strategies achieving sustainable profitable
growth for many clients.
Proof: GEMS added value € >3.0 million
GEMS practitioners managed client resources to
re-define marketing strategy and implement plans.
Improved market share and position. Improved resource
efficiency. Improved goal achievement.
••• Improve customer understanding
Facilitate customer value segmentation and help clients
to profitable growth; manage complete customer
segmentation: customer research to customer segmentation to customer commitments to implement strategy.
Proof: GEMS added value US$ 2.5 million
GEMS practitioners and partner market research
providers help clients to understand customer needs
and behaviour better, develop more differentiated
offers and implement more effectively at target
customers with less resource.
••• Differentiate offer, improve customer retention
Coach business teams to develop differentiated offerings

CVM Diagnostic and “There is No Such Thing as a Commodity”
are Service Marks of GEMS Europe GmbH and MarketAbility

and detailed marketing mixes, leading to enlightened
branding and positioning strategies.
Proof: GEMS added value € >5.0 million
Client’s business manager used newly created Customer
Commitment at a key account to save the business
he had been told (by the customer) he would lose.
••• Create customer value
Help clients to develop customer-focused culture;
CVM DiagnosticSM pinpoints key areas for improvement,
enables better definition of customer value processes;
facilitate implementation of customer value strategies
linking actions to customer value; teach and coach
value-based pricing and key account management.
Proof: GEMS added value € >4.0 million
GEMS practitioners worked with client business team
to implement marketing and sales plans, improved positions at key target accounts, better customer retention.
••• Improve customer value
Coach business teams to develop customer valuebased strategies. CVM DiagnosticSM points the way to
leverage what they do well, improve areas of underperformance and target change to improve customer
value and business results.
Proof: GEMS added value € >10.0 million
GEMS practitioners help client to re-segment market,
develop new offers and implement new market models.
Increase customer retention and account penetration.

SM
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Concept and design: taylormade GmbH, CH-8820 Waedenswil, Switzerland

GEMS International GmbH
GEMS Europe GmbH
The Excellence Centre
Reblaubenweg 4a
CH-8820 Wädenswil
Switzerland
Tel. + 41 4 4783 8777
Fax + 41 4 4783 8778
info@gems-europe.com
For the latest information
please visit our several web presences:
••• www.gems-europe.com
••• www.marketability.org
••• www.pentadigm.com

Associate and branch offices
Perth, Australia
Beijing, China
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Amersfoort, The Netherlands
Manchester, United Kingdom
Paris, France
Zug, Switzerland
Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Vernon, New Jersey, USA

Registered Head Office:
Baarerstrasse 20, CH6300 Zug, Switzerland

